[Effects of simulated body fluid flowing rate on bone-like apatite formation on porous calcium phosphate ceramics].
Objective. Bone-like apatite formation on the surface of calcium phosphate ceramics was believed to be the necessary step that new bone grows on the ceramics and to be relative to the osteoinductivity of the material. This study aimed at investigating the influence of the flow rate of simulated body fluid (SBF) (2 ml/min) in skeletal muscle upon the formation of bone-like apatite on porous calcium phosphate ceramics. Method. The dynamic condition was realized by controlling the SBF flowing in/out of the sample chamber of 100 ml. The flow rate of 2 ml/min is close to that in human muscle environment. The pH and inorganic ionic composition of SBF are close to those of human body fluid. Result. Bone-like apatite formation was relatively easier to occur in static SBF than in dynamic SBF. Experiment with flowing SBF (dynamic SBF) is better in mimicking the living body fluid than static SBF. Conclusion. The results from dynamic SBF may more truly show the relation between apatite layer formation and osteoinduction in biomaterials than that from in vitro experiments before.